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AutosEU.com Terms and Conditions
These rules need to be agreed with when registering with www.autoseu.com site and need to be 
followed. Date: 1st June 2022

Vehicle advertising 

1) Only registered users who have filled in additional contact information (name, district, phone) 
with an active dealer package on their AutosEU.com account can submit a vehicle advertisement.

2) The contact details provided after the registration will be displayed to the public at the 
advertiser's dealer page, available for contact by anyone interested in the advertised vehicle.

3) The data entered during the registration is not provided to third parties and is used only for the 
purposes of the www.autoseu.com portal. However, the contact details are freely displayed on the 
ad (see point 2) and the portal www.autoseu.com is not responsible for misusing the advertiser's 
contact details listed in the advertisement.

4) Users are upgraded to their desired dealer package the following working day after 
AutosEU.com receives the requested amount (* see points 5 and 6) to the www.AutosEU.com 
bank account. (Usually on the second business day). When paying with a credit card, the user is 
upgraded immediately. Currently all dealer car listings are free on the AutosEU.com platform for a 
limited time until further notice. 

5) The conventional monthly requiring prices for a Free Membership, Standard Dealer, Premium 
Dealer and Exclusive Dealer packages are €0, €69.90, €149.90, €299.90, €449.90 for a 
maximum of 1 car, 10 cars, 40 cars, 100 cars and unlimited cars listed at any one time 
respectively, including VAT per month (30 days). Each additional listing is charged at €9.90 per 
month. 

6) The annual requiring prices for a Free Membership, Standard Dealer, Premium Dealer and 
Exclusive Dealer packages are €0, €690.00, €1,490.00, €2,990.00, €4,490.00 for a maximum of 
1 car, 10 cars, 40 cars, 100 cars and unlimited cars listed at any one time respectively, including 
VAT per year (365 days). Each additional listing is charged at €9.90 per month.

7) The price for featured advertisements upgrade for one month is €9.90, €19.90, €39.90, €99.90 
including VAT for 1 car, 3 cars, 5 cars and 10 cars respectively and a duration of 7 days, 7 days, 7 
days, 14 days respectively.

8) You can pay for an advertisement by wire/ bank transfer to the AutosEU Limited s.r.o. account or 
online using a credit/ debit card directly on the platform autoseu.com. In order to correctly link the 
amount with the ad, the correct and complete dealer name must always be entered as a variable 
symbol, when paying by wire transfer to the account: 

CZ: 123-2576130237/0100. 
IBAN: CZ05 0100 0001 2325 7613 0237
SWIFT: KOMBCZPPXXX 
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9) The amount paid for the dealer package relates only to the respective account and its 
advertisements and can not be converted between multiple accounts or advertisements.

10) The period of validity of a users dealer packages, additional car listings and featured car 
packages is calculated from the issue of the package for 30 consecutive calendar day or 365 
consecutive calendar days depending on your chosen package duration. In the event that an 
advert is interrupted by the www.AutosEU.com portal, the validity of the advertisement is extended 
by the time the advertisement was not displayed on the www.AutosEU.com portal.

11) Ads may contain only appropriate vehicle listings. Advertising of other goods or services are not 
permitted and will be deleted by AutosEU Limited s.r.o. without prior notice. The charge for the 
vehicle listings will be deemed as exhausted, with no possibility of refund. In the case of a serious 
breach, AutosEU Limited s.r.o reserves the right to delete the account entirely, without prior notice. 

12) When inserting an advertisement, it is necessary to correctly classify the vehicle in their  
specified categories, brands and the like, in order to be properly searched for by the public.

13) Only the advertiser is responsible for the accuracy, completeness and validity of the filled in 
data, and the www.AutosEU.com portal does not bear any responsibility for the validity and correct 
nature of the data inputted by advertisers and dealers.

14) The www.AutosEU.com Portal has the right to modify the advertisement 
(* Addendum to point 14) for the following reasons:

- Incorrect price
- The inappropriate price of the vehicle
- The final selling price is not stated for payment in cash, the price is subject to something, in the 
note, etc. Is another price listed, ...
- This is the price without VAT, but the price is not marked as such
- Other uncertainties included
- The listing is under a wrong category
- A crashed vehicle is advertised as Used, New or Nearly New
- Duplicity - one vehicle is published in multiple ads in different categories, and so on.
- Sold - the vehicle is advertised despite being sold 

15) If an advertisement under point 13 is misspelled and can not be automatically repaired, the 
Employee of the www.AutosEU.com portal will contact the advertiser via the contact details 
provided and arrange for it to be corrected or suggest other courses of action.

16) The www.AutosEU.com portal reserves the right to make any changes deemed as necessary 
to the advertisement, prohibit the advertisement from being published at all, or completely remove 
the advertisement entirely without prior notice, if it is inconsistent with the valid laws of the Czech 
Republic, good manners or any other reason.

17) An advertisement that has already been published does not require to be taken down after any 
modifications have been made to the advertisement by the user, the changes made to the ad 
appear immediately after submitting the adjusted data through our vehicle upload interface.

18) For an unpublished ad, all data can be edited continuously.

19) It is a violation of the www.AutosEU.com portals terms and condition to edit the basic data 
(Make, Model, Year, Body Type) for a previously published ad.
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20) After expiration of users dealer packages, additional car listings and featured car packages, 
your account will be reverted back to the default account package and your posted car 
advertisements on the website will be adjusted in accordance to the maximum permitted default 
account car listing number, with any car listings in excess, being marked as “draft”. During this 
time, the required amount can be repaid (* see points 5 and 6) and the advertisement will be 
restored publicly on the AutosEU.com platform. 

21) An advertiser can remove their advertisement at any time by using the delete icon for each 
advertisement in the “My Cars" panel. The amount associated with the advertisement or an 
advertisement package is taken as already exhausted.

22) The order of photos for an advertisement is determined by the advertiser himself. We 
recommend that you select the appropriate photo as the first photo (see point 22). In order for 
potential customers to have the full look of the vehicle immediately available at first glance.

23) Appropriate first photographs are considered to be photographs:
- On which the vehicle can be seen in full and is properly illuminated - which is photographed in 
daylight and can be seen on the vehicle from the left front (the front of the vehicle and the driver's 
side both visible)
- Which has a minimum resolution of 640x480px
- Which is not shot at night
- Which does not include an interior photo, only body panels or parts, or a rear-view of the vehicle

24) Additional photos associated with the advertisement should be also taken to ensure that they 
are always properly illuminated and give the potential buyer the most thoughtful view of the overall 
condition of the vehicle sold. All photos except the first may contain details of the body and interior 
of the vehicle sold.

25) The www.AutosEU.com Portal is not responsible for the activities of the www.AutosEU.com 
portal users nor for the way they use the services. It also has no responsibility for possible misuse 
of the servers services by users or third parties.

26) The www.AutosEU.com portal only mediates contact between the seller and the buyer and 
does not assume any warranties of truth, quality, origin, delivery, removal, payment or usability of 
the offered items.

27) The www.AutosEU.com Portal is authorised to modify or upgrade/ downgrade users dealer 
packages, additional car listings and featured car packages without the user's consent and without 
prior notice.

These terms and conditions become effective and valid at the time of their publication. 
www.AutosEU.com reserves the right to change these terms at any time without prior notice.
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